How to create your own CARDBOARD COW:

1. A cow’s skin is called its hide. Color your cow’s hide, horns, and snout, and then cut them out.
2. Glue the paper “hide” around the cardboard roll.
3. Glue the horns and snout to the roll.
4. Add googly eyes above the snout.
   You might need an adult to help you peel the back off the googly eyes.
5. Cut some yarn and glue it in the center of the horns above the eyes.
6. Punch or cut a small space at the bottom of the roll in the front and back.
   Color a rectangle on each side of the space to create the cow’s hooves.

Wonderful job! Ask an adult to take a picture of your craft and share it with us on social media (#RanchoFromHome) or by emailing it to info@RanchoLosAlamitos.org.
Color and cut out all the parts for your cardboard cow.
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